the pradalphabet
by M/M (paris)

the pradalphabet
is an alphabetical collection
of 26 ornamented initials
designed by M/M (paris) for prada.
the pradalphabet
is released as a collector’s edition of t-shirts
displaying the letters p-R-A-D-A / M;
thus creating an ephemeral logotype for prada.
the pradalphabet collector’s edition
are available in a custom-made cloth covered archive box,
containing a signed and numbered 64-pages album,
detailing the 26 letters,
with an essay by italian writer Federico Nicolao.
the pradalphabet
individual letters are all available
as a made-to-order service
to be printed on-demand
on a prada t-shirt.

about the pradalphabet
by M/M (PARIS)
“When we were commissioned to design T-shirts for PRADA, we thought
that the beauty in buying one is to own a souvenir of a place, a person or
an event.
In theory, buying a Prada T-shirt, adorned with its logo, is like getting a
souvenir of the peculiar world offered by this brand. A T-shirt with one of
the 4 letters composing the word Prada could well also be a souvenir. As
the Prada logo is composed with very memorable lettershapes, we could
have easily enlarged each letter, and it would have been a “functionalist”
proposal, working like an echo to the brand identity.
But a souvenir is only persistent when it encapsulates a point of view. We
have therefore come up with the idea of drawing the pradalphabet,
our totally subjective vision of the PRADA world.
Each letter in the pradalphabet is drawn —or rather built— as an
architecture, a cosmogony or an autonomous engine. But each one is
related to all the other letters, the same way a regular alphabet is a set of
different but comparable signs.
Using this set of letters to write PRADA-M , we’ve designed a series of 5
T-shirts decorated each with a letter on the front and the PRADA-M logo
on the back. The PRADA-M logo is an ephemeral proposal,
the M/M temporary version of the Prada Logo.
the pradalphabet is our personal description, in 26 letters,
of the Prada world. ”

about M/M (paris)
M/M (Paris) is an art and design partnership consisting of Mathias
Augustyniak (b. 1967, Cavaillon) and Michael Amzalag (b. 1968, Paris),
established in Paris in 1992, and working across the many aspects of
contemporary culture.
Their production — as much commissioned as self initiated— has been
featured in numerous museums around the world such as the Frankfurter
Kunstverein (Frankfurt); Tate Modern and Victoria & Albert Museum
(London); Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum and Drawing Center (New
York); Palais de Tokyo and Centre Pompidou (Paris).
The alphabet, and its capacity to represent and encompass languages
through abstract entities, is one of their on-going obsession. They have
designed over 50 different typefaces that they’ve been regularly using
through their commissions as well as art projects.
www.mmparis.com

